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Stocks After Hours • Dow rose 225 points to close 17,977 points rise in the dollar market driven German DAX-30 index rose above 12,000 points mark too late now entering the European debt purchase plan shares in after-hours — expand market index closed higher capital inflows 0.9% intraday stocks - the Dow rose nearly $200 point intraday devaluation pressure relative investors Hidden God again appeared in public for ten days Houpu Ding duplicative weak US consumer spending, strong dollar rise in the current recovery than in the past global bated breath: Federal Reserve meeting on interest rates later this week whether to remove the statement "patience" word? US February industrial production rose 0.1% to 0.3% rise forecast Reuters: "Apple" is good nor excessive clearance Apple Store! The watch will start selling his own brand products all the shelves were involved in money laundering scam apply for bankruptcy protection in a large number of bank withdrawals Madrid
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— New York trading, the euro against the dollar since the 12-year lows this wave of strengthening of the dollar has not been a nightmare for investors to fully understand the Europeans’ good news: The euro plunged second only to the euro! Australian dollar soared a record high headroom site BlackRock shoot 70 cents without waiting for the end of the year! Goldman Sachs: the euro against the dollar six months after the cheap way derogatory to the 2017 Fed "patience" did not run out? Global central banks fear embattled euro depreciated to $0.8 Financial Times: a key step towards the internationalization of the RMB NT $16 midday 31.643 yuan rise 6.7 cents on the dollar on the 16th Taiwan dollar-yuan fixing price of 6.2785
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Duplicative weak US consumer spending, strong dollar rise in the current recovery than in the past global oil production could decline by the end of the United States Global bated breath: whether to remove the statement "patience" word Fed meeting on interest rates later this week? Former UBS chief economist: contradictions of China’s low growth targets water rescue Economy Ministry called on the provincial water per person. 5 percent consumption fee income 微信SMC support China’s rich set a positive global production nearly six years more than $39 billion spil mad country Property for grubs forgot password? Yahoo lets you back from having a password! Taiwan stocks and then sell foreign even to sell 31.1 billion yuan last week, two weeks, AOO maximum sustained oversold last year accurately warned: V-shaped rebound in oil prices will not fall below $40 to wear a full season in any travel card company Dengguo Kai Lai Dong to holding any money card (Stock fundamental group) Blackberry push new Tablet highly stressed may government information security protection and enterprise customers Cattle Pacific Gold revised to 3.5 percent of GDP this year, "Paul 3 is no longer in danger of breaking the four to be done," second only to the euro! Australian dollar soared a record high headroom site BlackRock shoot 70 cents
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Two-thirds of the US dollar rose to suppress large exporters said business

Hang giant network compiled according to Guo Qing 2015-03-12 00:48
In a new survey, business executives say, the US dollar is strong, the trauma of the exporters, but also may suppress investment plan for next year.

Wednesday's Duke University and CFO Magazine Global Business Outlook Survey quarterly to global business executives about 1000 - mostly financial officer - were investigated.

About two-thirds of large US exporters - at least a quarter of the sales department at the foreign manufacturers - said the dollar for their business caused by the attacks. Nearly a quarter of large exporters that they therefore cut capital spending plans.

Executives in many industries - from construction industry to manufacturing to health care industry - that the strength of the US dollar against most major currencies, emerging risks in the past six months, the development of the.

"We are waiting to see the euro area, Japan or the Canadian currency against the US dollar is the largest decline, China could be the next one," Duke University business school professor Campbell R. Harvey said. "US exporters are suffering from the impact of these competitive devaluation, which could lead to a profit decline, job losses."

According to the survey, nearly one-third of corporate executives expect the dollar against the euro will rise by 10%, 10% appreciation of the dollar is expected to at least competent, and 13.8% said that the exchange rate on capital spending plans will have a negative impact of 8.6% is expected to have a negative impact on hiring plans.
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This wave of strengthening of the dollar investor's nightmare is not yet fully understood
— New York trading, the euro against the dollar since the 12-year lows
  "Currency" 02:01 EUR / USD reported 1.06 yuan, up
  "Currency" 05:02 AUD / USD reported 0.76 yuan, up
  "Currency" 05:02 GBP / USD reported 1.48 yuan, up
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US stocks this week, the inevitable "thrilling"!
Strong currency will bear the economic harm?
Supremacy global deflation clouds!
When the dollar index could boarded 120.4 points?
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US debt will reach the legal limit on Monday
OPEC: Low oil prices could impact US oil production
OPEC released the latest report on the recovery of the crude oil market remains positive
US oil chief's groups lobbying the government to relax the ban on exports of crude oil
Survey: 37% of Americans are afraid of stocks
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<Teacher Jie Pan> Lin Xinfu: million points of attack can not wait! Index space

Goldman Sachs added to the bearish camp down euro euro forecast level

Prices go back up! Aramco to be a further rise in oil prices

Fed "patience" did not run out? Global central banks vigilant

Last accurate venting warned: V-shaped rebound in oil prices will not